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Week beginning Monday 8th June

Look at the each class Team to find more detailed instructions for tasks and how to get
feedback from your teachers.
English

Mathematics

Science

Continue writing tasks outlined in
Team.
Extension vocabulary task also outlined
on Team

Fractions

Please note that Science classes
remain in current S2 classes to allow
course completion.
Physics—Physicists are starting work
on their sound topic thinking about
sound as we know it and sound as
waves.
Biology—Biologists are beginning their
lifecycles topic with a look at lifecycles
in general then focussing on the
human lifecycle.

Miss Bowie’s class
Finding and using information
See teams/emails for individual
targets, tasks and resources.

Miss Bowie’s class
Money—profit and loss; discount; hire
purchase.
See teams/emails for individual
targets, tasks and resources.

Languages
Social Subjects
History
Continue Jacobites unit
Modern Studies
Continue Social inequalities in the UK
Geography
Continue Map skills unit
RMPS
Continue ‘War and Conflict’ unit.

Health & Wellbeing
PE & Home Economics
Daily tasks on Twitter @BellBaxter_HWB

Miss Bowie’s S2/3 class
Living & Growing
The human life cycle- see teams/
emails for individual targets, tasks and
resources.

French/Spanish/German
Continue Family & Friends topic
Continue to extend knowledge of
language about relationships and conflict
in the context of family and friends.

Technologies
Design & Manufacture
Complete the Research PowerPoint on
Metal, and then complete the
Sketching Skill Builder Task 2.
Graphic Communication
USB Project—continue Research Page
and Logo Design. Some may move onto
Ideas.
Business
Sources of help and advice for
businesses.
Administration & IT
Complete PowerPoint related activities
to a given criteria, using a range of
PowerPoint features.

Support Team
Wellbeing Resources—two resources available on BBHS social media:
‘Teen Guide to Surviving Lockdown’ & ‘Wellbeing Resource Pack’
Fife Council Educational Psychology Service website resources link:
https://www.fife.gov.uk/kb/docs/articles/education2/supporting-children-inschool/educational-psychology-service

Chemistry— Chemists are learning
about researching chemistry starting
with some of the weird and wonderful
apparatus chemists use to investigate
the world around us.
Resources
School booklets & PowerPoints
You Tube videos
BBC Bitesize

Expressive Arts
Art & Design
Draw out your ‘single colour’ still life
that you photographed last week.
Drama
Complete a props master task. Read a
short script and complete a props list
and props table for the script.
Media
Working on Audience.
Music
Complete musical literacy worksheets
assigned on Teams, as well as the
’Musicals’ listening activity and
accompanying S3 quiz.
Music Tech
Create a piece of original music on
SOUNDTRAP this week. Detailed
instructions are on TEAMS.
There is also a new 'album of the week'
to listen to.
Listen to the ‘Album of the Week’.

